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• gravità: cos’è?

• onde gravitazionali: cosa sono ?

• GW150914 - una scoperta di immensa portata scientifica

• l’universo gravitazionale di LIGO-Virgo

• 2034: l’universo gravitazionale di eLISA: quale scienza? 
quali domande? quali scoperte? che informazione?

• universo multi-banda: eLISA,LIGO-Virgo insieme
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“ La filosofia è scritta in questo 
grandissimo libro che continuamente ci 

stà aperto innanzi agli occhi -io dico 
l’Universo - ma non si può intendere se 

prima non si impara a intendere la lingua 
e conoscere i caratteri nei  quali è 

scritto. Egli è scritto in lingua 
matematica.”                             

Il Saggiatore

GALILEO
coglie l’unità della NaturaGALILEO

1564-1642 
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spazio tempo

forza a distanza fra masse
gravità 

Lo spazio assoluto, 
per sua natura senza 
relazione ad alcunché 

di esterno, rimane 
sempre uguale e 

immobile
(Newton, Principia)

Il tempo assoluto 
vero e matematico in 
sé e per sua natura 
senza relazione ad 

alcunché di esterno. 
Tempo scorre 

uniformemente 
(Newton, Principia)

NEWTON 
1642-1726
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The way of Newton
mass tells gravity how to exert a force
“force tell mass how to accelerate”

CHE COSA È LA GRAVITÀ ?

azione a distanza fra masse 
istantanea e senza “tocco”
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Rµ⌫ � 1

2
Rgµ⌫ = �8⇡G

c4
Tµ⌫

matter tells spacetime how to curve spacetime tells matter how to move

curvatura dello spaziotempo contenuto di massa energia

1915: gravità è manifestazione 
della geometria dello spazio tempo
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ONDE   GRAVITAZIONALI 

DISTURBI NELLA CURVATURA DELLO 
SPAZIO TEMPO CAUSATI DAL MOTO DI

GRANDI MASSE 

SI PROPAGANO ALLA VELOCITA’ DELLA LUCE 

IN REALTA’
NON VIAGGIANO ATTRAVERSO

LO SPAZIO E’ 
LA TESSITURA DELLA

SPAZIO TEMPO STESSO CHE OSCILLA
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CORRENTI DI MASSA-ENERGIA
INDUCONO PERTURBAZIONI NELLA 
TESSITURA DELLO SPAZIO TEMPO

che propagano alla velocità della luce

r2hµ⌫ � 1

c2
@2hµ⌫

@t2
= �16⇡Tµ⌫

gµ⌫ = ⌘µ⌫ + hµ⌫
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ANALOGIE E DIFFERENZE CON
FENOMENI ELETTROMAGNETICI

SORGENTI

EM
CARICHE 

ELETTRICHE 
ACCELERATE

GW
GRANDI MASSE

ACCELERATE

EMISSIONE INCOERENTE 
DA ATOMI

E/O MOLECOLE

EMISSINE  COERENTE
DA MASSE COSMICHE
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FREQUENZA

EM
LUNGHEZZE D’ONDA 

MOLTO MINORI 
DIMENSIONI DELLA 

SORGENTE
(stella!)

emesse da particelle 
elementari

radio-gamma

GW
LUNGHEZZE D’ONDA 

CONFRONTABILI 
DIMENSIONI DELLA 

SORGENTE
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GRAVITÀ

vedere masse 
“NON LUMINOSE”

 rivelando le  oscillazioni 
dello spaziotempo 
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l’onda intesa è rivelabile attraverso la misura di
oscillazioni spaziali su un anello di masse 

in caduta libera 
che fungono nel loro insieme da rivelatori

“h” possiede 2 stati di polarizzazione indipendenti
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•QUALI SORGENTI? 

• tutte ... ma le uniche “potenti” sono gli oggetti “collassati” 

•  lo spaziotempo è una struttura rigida e per “perturbarlo” 
sono necessari cambiamenti nella distribuzione là dove la 
gravità è estrema
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•nane bianche

•stelle di neutroni

•buchi neri

•l’universo 
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fgw = 2forbit =
1
�

G1/2(m1 + m2)1/2

a3/2
⇥ 2� 10�4

�
m1 + m2

M⇥

⇥1/2 �
R⇥
a

⇥3/2

Hz

Binarie
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Rivelazione indiretta delle onde gravitazionali
Pulsar come orologi cosmici

stabilita’ su 1 parte su 1014

sistematiche varizioni nei tempi di arrivo attribuite al moto orbitale

per PSR1913+16 di 7.75 ore

tasso di riduzione del periodo orbitale di 76.5 microsecondi per anno

ossia 3.5 metri all’anno
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BUCO NERO
massa
spin
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BINARIE di buchi neri
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LA SCOPERTA
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GW150914
onde trasportano energia

�s

L
⇠ h(t) ⇠ 10�21

L ' 32

5

c5

G

⇣v
c

⌘10
⇠ 3.6+0.5

�0.4 ⇥ 1056erg s�1

E ' 3+0.5
�0.5M�c

2
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For robustness and validation, we also use other generic
transient search algorithms [41]. A different search [73] and
a parameter estimation follow-up [74] detected GW150914
with consistent significance and signal parameters.

B. Binary coalescence search

This search targets gravitational-wave emission from
binary systems with individual masses from 1 to 99M⊙,
total mass less than 100M⊙, and dimensionless spins up to
0.99 [44]. To model systems with total mass larger than
4M⊙, we use the effective-one-body formalism [75], which
combines results from the post-Newtonian approach
[11,76] with results from black hole perturbation theory
and numerical relativity. The waveform model [77,78]
assumes that the spins of the merging objects are aligned
with the orbital angular momentum, but the resulting
templates can, nonetheless, effectively recover systems
with misaligned spins in the parameter region of
GW150914 [44]. Approximately 250 000 template wave-
forms are used to cover this parameter space.
The search calculates the matched-filter signal-to-noise

ratio !!t" for each template in each detector and identifies
maxima of !!t"with respect to the time of arrival of the signal
[79–81]. For each maximum we calculate a chi-squared
statistic "2r to test whether the data in several different
frequency bands are consistent with the matching template
[82]. Values of "2r near unity indicate that the signal is
consistent with a coalescence. If "2r is greater than unity, !!t"
is reweighted as !̂ # !=f$1% !"2r"3&=2g1=6 [83,84]. The final
step enforces coincidence between detectors by selecting
event pairs that occur within a 15-ms window and come from
the same template. The 15-ms window is determined by the
10-ms intersite propagation time plus 5 ms for uncertainty in
arrival time of weak signals. We rank coincident events based
on the quadrature sum !̂c of the !̂ from both detectors [45].
To produce background data for this search the SNR

maxima of one detector are time shifted and a new set of
coincident events is computed. Repeating this procedure
!107 times produces a noise background analysis time
equivalent to 608 000 years.
To account for the search background noise varying across

the target signal space, candidate and background events are
divided into three search classes based on template length.
The right panel of Fig. 4 shows the background for the
search class of GW150914. The GW150914 detection-
statistic value of !̂c # 23.6 is larger than any background
event, so only an upper bound can be placed on its false
alarm rate. Across the three search classes this bound is 1 in
203 000 years. This translates to a false alarm probability
< 2 ! 10"7, corresponding to 5.1#.
A second, independent matched-filter analysis that uses a

different method for estimating the significance of its
events [85,86], also detected GW150914 with identical
signal parameters and consistent significance.

When an event is confidently identified as a real
gravitational-wave signal, as for GW150914, the back-
ground used to determine the significance of other events is
reestimated without the contribution of this event. This is
the background distribution shown as a purple line in the
right panel of Fig. 4. Based on this, the second most
significant event has a false alarm rate of 1 per 2.3 years and
corresponding Poissonian false alarm probability of 0.02.
Waveform analysis of this event indicates that if it is
astrophysical in origin it is also a binary black hole
merger [44].

VI. SOURCE DISCUSSION

The matched-filter search is optimized for detecting
signals, but it provides only approximate estimates of
the source parameters. To refine them we use general
relativity-based models [77,78,87,88], some of which
include spin precession, and for each model perform a
coherent Bayesian analysis to derive posterior distributions
of the source parameters [89]. The initial and final masses,
final spin, distance, and redshift of the source are shown in
Table I. The spin of the primary black hole is constrained
to be < 0.7 (90% credible interval) indicating it is not
maximally spinning, while the spin of the secondary is only
weakly constrained. These source parameters are discussed
in detail in [39]. The parameter uncertainties include
statistical errors and systematic errors from averaging the
results of different waveform models.
Using the fits to numerical simulations of binary black

hole mergers in [92,93], we provide estimates of the mass
and spin of the final black hole, the total energy radiated
in gravitational waves, and the peak gravitational-wave
luminosity [39]. The estimated total energy radiated in
gravitational waves is 3.0%0.5

"0.5M⊙c2. The system reached a
peak gravitational-wave luminosity of 3.6%0.5

"0.4 ! 1056 erg=s,
equivalent to 200%30

"20M⊙c2=s.
Several analyses have been performed to determine

whether or not GW150914 is consistent with a binary
black hole system in general relativity [94]. A first

TABLE I. Source parameters for GW150914. We report
median values with 90% credible intervals that include statistical
errors, and systematic errors from averaging the results of
different waveform models. Masses are given in the source
frame; to convert to the detector frame multiply by (1% z)
[90]. The source redshift assumes standard cosmology [91].

Primary black hole mass 36%5
"4M⊙

Secondary black hole mass 29%4
"4M⊙

Final black hole mass 62%4
"4M⊙

Final black hole spin 0.67%0.05
"0.07

Luminosity distance 410%160
"180 Mpc

Source redshift z 0.09%0.03
"0.04

PRL 116, 061102 (2016) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T ER S week ending
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7

with NR [24–26] and perturbation theory [27–29], and ii) a
phenomenological approach [30–33] based on extending fre-
quency domain PN expressions and hybridizing PN/EOB with
NR waveforms. In particular, here we use the double-spin,
nonprecessing waveform model developed in Ref. [34], us-
ing NR waveforms from Ref. [35], enhanced with reduced-
order modeling to speed up waveform generation [36, 37]
(henceforth, EOBNR), and the single-e↵ective–spin, precess-
ing waveform model of Refs. [38–40] (henceforth, IMRPhe-
nom).2 Both models are calibrated against waveforms from
direct numerical integration of the Einstein equations.

As shown in Refs. [3, 34, 39, 41, 42], in the region of pa-
rameter space relevant for GW150914, the error due to dif-
ferences between the two analytical waveform models (and
between the analytical and numerical-relativity waveforms) is
smaller than the typical statistical uncertainty due to the fi-
nite SNR of GW150914. To assess potential modeling sys-
tematics, we collected existing NR waveforms and generated
targeted new simulations [43–48]. The simulations were gen-
erated with multiple independent codes, and sample the pos-
terior region for masses and spins inferred for GW150914.
To validate the studies below, we added (publicly available
and new) NR waveforms as mock signals to the data in the
neighbourhood of GW150914 [35, 48]. A further possible
cause for systematics are uncertainties in the calibration of the
gravitational-strain observable in the LIGO detectors. These
uncertainties are modeled and included in the results pre-
sented here according to the treatment detailed in Ref. [3].

Residuals after subtracting the most-probable waveform
model. The bursts analysis [49], which uses unmodeled tem-
plates, can be used to test the consistency of GW150914 with
waveform models derived from GR. Using the LALInfer-
ence [50] Bayesian-inference software library, we identify the
most-probable waveform or, equivalently, the maximum a pos-
teriori (MAP) binary black-hole waveform [3], compute its
e↵ect in the Livingston and Hanford detectors, and then sub-
tract it from the data. If the data are consistent with the the-
oretical signal, no detectable power should remain after sub-
traction other than what is consistent with instrumental noise.
We analyze the residual with the BayesWaves [51] algorithm
developed to characterize generic GW transients. BayesWave
uses the evidence ratio (Bayes factor) to rank competing hy-
potheses given the observed data. We compare predictions
from models in which: (i) the data contain only Gaussian
noise; (ii) the data contain Gaussian noise and uncorrelated
noise transients, or glitches, and (iii) the data contain Gaus-
sian noise and an elliptically polarized GW signal. We com-
pute the signal-to-noise Bayes factor, which is a measure of
significance for the excess power in the data, and the signal-
to-glitch Bayes factor, which measures the coherence of the
excess power between the two detectors. We also apply the

2 The specific names of the two waveform models that we use in the
LIGO Algorithm Library are SEOBNRv2 ROM DoubleSpin and IMR-
PhenomPv2.
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FIG. 2. 90% credible regions for the waveform (upper panel) and
GW frequency (lower panel) of GW150914 versus time as estimated
by the LALInference analysis [3]. The solid lines in each panel in-
dicate the most probable waveform from GW150914 [3] and its GW
frequency. We mark with a vertical line f end insp

GW = 132 Hz, which is
used in the IMR consistency test to delineate the boundary between
the inspiral and post-inspiral parts.

same analysis to 100 4-second long segments of data drawn
within a few minutes of GW150914, and produce the cumu-
lative distribution functions of Bayes factors shown in Fig. 1.
We find that, according to the burst analysis, the GW150914
residual is not statistically distinguishable from the instrumen-
tal noise recorded in the vicinity of the detection, suggesting
that all of the measured power is well represented by the GR
prediction for the signal from a binary black-hole merger. The
results of this analysis are very similar regardless of the MAP
waveform used (i.e., EOBNR or IMRPhenom).

We compute the 95% upper bound on the coherent net-
work SNRres identified by the unmodeled-burst search in the
GW150914 residual after subtracting the MAP waveform.
This upper bound is SNRres  7.3 at 95% confidence, inde-
pendently of the MAP waveform used (i.e., EOBNR or IMR-
Phenom). We note that this unmodeled-burst SNR has a dif-
ferent meaning compared to the (modeled) matched-filtering
binary-coalescence SNR of 24 cited for GW150914. Indeed,
the upper-limit SNRres inferred for GW150914 lies in the typ-
ical range for the data segments around GW150914 (see the
bottom panel of Fig. 1), so it can be attributed to instrument
noise alone.

If we assume that SNRres is entirely due to the mismatch be-
tween the MAP waveform and the underlying true signal, and
that the putative violation of GR cannot be reabsorbed in the
waveform model by biasing the estimates of the physical pa-
rameters [52, 53], we can constrain the minimum fitting factor
(FF) [54] between the MAP model and GW150914. An im-
perfect fit to the data leaves SNR2

res = (1 � FF2) FF�2 SNR2
det

[55, 56] where SNRdet =25.3+0.1
�0.2 is the network SNR inferred

by LALInference [3]. SNRres  7.3 then implies FF � 0.96.

inspiral-merger-ringdown

• dati consistenti con la presenza di orizzonti

• nessuna evidenza di violazioni della GR 

• primo test di gravità in campo forte nel settore dinamico
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Fig. 1. Example of a specific binary evolution leading to the formation of a BH-BH merger
similar to GW150914 in mass and time. A massive binary star (96 + 60 M!) is formed in the
distant past (2 billion years after Big Bang; z ! 3.2) and after five million years of evolution
forms a BH-BH system (37 + 31 M!). For the ensuing 10.3 billion years this BH-BH system
is subject to angular momentum loss, with the orbital separation steadily decreasing, until the
black holes coalesce at redshift z = 0.09. This example binary formed in a low metallicity
environment (Z = 3% Z!). 27
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Fig. 4 Birth times of GW150914-like progenitors across cosmic time. Half of the binaries that
form BH-BH mergers detectable in O1 with total redshifted mass in the range Mtot,z = 54–
73 M! were born within 4.7 Gyr of the Big Bang (corresponding to z > 1.2). We mark in blue
the birth and merger times of our example binary (bhbh1) from Figure 1; it follows the most
typical evolutionary channel for massive BH-BH mergers (BHBH1 in Table 2). Note that the
merger redshift of GW150914 is z = 0.088. The bimodal shape of the distribution originates
from a combination of the BH-BH t"1 delay time distribution (from progenitor formation to
final merger) with the low-metallicity star formation history; see Figure S7 for details.

30
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DOPO GW150914
?

COALESCENZA DI STELLE DI NEUTRONI
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7

with NR [24–26] and perturbation theory [27–29], and ii) a
phenomenological approach [30–33] based on extending fre-
quency domain PN expressions and hybridizing PN/EOB with
NR waveforms. In particular, here we use the double-spin,
nonprecessing waveform model developed in Ref. [34], us-
ing NR waveforms from Ref. [35], enhanced with reduced-
order modeling to speed up waveform generation [36, 37]
(henceforth, EOBNR), and the single-e↵ective–spin, precess-
ing waveform model of Refs. [38–40] (henceforth, IMRPhe-
nom).2 Both models are calibrated against waveforms from
direct numerical integration of the Einstein equations.

As shown in Refs. [3, 34, 39, 41, 42], in the region of pa-
rameter space relevant for GW150914, the error due to dif-
ferences between the two analytical waveform models (and
between the analytical and numerical-relativity waveforms) is
smaller than the typical statistical uncertainty due to the fi-
nite SNR of GW150914. To assess potential modeling sys-
tematics, we collected existing NR waveforms and generated
targeted new simulations [43–48]. The simulations were gen-
erated with multiple independent codes, and sample the pos-
terior region for masses and spins inferred for GW150914.
To validate the studies below, we added (publicly available
and new) NR waveforms as mock signals to the data in the
neighbourhood of GW150914 [35, 48]. A further possible
cause for systematics are uncertainties in the calibration of the
gravitational-strain observable in the LIGO detectors. These
uncertainties are modeled and included in the results pre-
sented here according to the treatment detailed in Ref. [3].

Residuals after subtracting the most-probable waveform
model. The bursts analysis [49], which uses unmodeled tem-
plates, can be used to test the consistency of GW150914 with
waveform models derived from GR. Using the LALInfer-
ence [50] Bayesian-inference software library, we identify the
most-probable waveform or, equivalently, the maximum a pos-
teriori (MAP) binary black-hole waveform [3], compute its
e↵ect in the Livingston and Hanford detectors, and then sub-
tract it from the data. If the data are consistent with the the-
oretical signal, no detectable power should remain after sub-
traction other than what is consistent with instrumental noise.
We analyze the residual with the BayesWaves [51] algorithm
developed to characterize generic GW transients. BayesWave
uses the evidence ratio (Bayes factor) to rank competing hy-
potheses given the observed data. We compare predictions
from models in which: (i) the data contain only Gaussian
noise; (ii) the data contain Gaussian noise and uncorrelated
noise transients, or glitches, and (iii) the data contain Gaus-
sian noise and an elliptically polarized GW signal. We com-
pute the signal-to-noise Bayes factor, which is a measure of
significance for the excess power in the data, and the signal-
to-glitch Bayes factor, which measures the coherence of the
excess power between the two detectors. We also apply the

2 The specific names of the two waveform models that we use in the
LIGO Algorithm Library are SEOBNRv2 ROM DoubleSpin and IMR-
PhenomPv2.
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FIG. 2. 90% credible regions for the waveform (upper panel) and
GW frequency (lower panel) of GW150914 versus time as estimated
by the LALInference analysis [3]. The solid lines in each panel in-
dicate the most probable waveform from GW150914 [3] and its GW
frequency. We mark with a vertical line f end insp

GW = 132 Hz, which is
used in the IMR consistency test to delineate the boundary between
the inspiral and post-inspiral parts.

same analysis to 100 4-second long segments of data drawn
within a few minutes of GW150914, and produce the cumu-
lative distribution functions of Bayes factors shown in Fig. 1.
We find that, according to the burst analysis, the GW150914
residual is not statistically distinguishable from the instrumen-
tal noise recorded in the vicinity of the detection, suggesting
that all of the measured power is well represented by the GR
prediction for the signal from a binary black-hole merger. The
results of this analysis are very similar regardless of the MAP
waveform used (i.e., EOBNR or IMRPhenom).

We compute the 95% upper bound on the coherent net-
work SNRres identified by the unmodeled-burst search in the
GW150914 residual after subtracting the MAP waveform.
This upper bound is SNRres  7.3 at 95% confidence, inde-
pendently of the MAP waveform used (i.e., EOBNR or IMR-
Phenom). We note that this unmodeled-burst SNR has a dif-
ferent meaning compared to the (modeled) matched-filtering
binary-coalescence SNR of 24 cited for GW150914. Indeed,
the upper-limit SNRres inferred for GW150914 lies in the typ-
ical range for the data segments around GW150914 (see the
bottom panel of Fig. 1), so it can be attributed to instrument
noise alone.

If we assume that SNRres is entirely due to the mismatch be-
tween the MAP waveform and the underlying true signal, and
that the putative violation of GR cannot be reabsorbed in the
waveform model by biasing the estimates of the physical pa-
rameters [52, 53], we can constrain the minimum fitting factor
(FF) [54] between the MAP model and GW150914. An im-
perfect fit to the data leaves SNR2

res = (1 � FF2) FF�2 SNR2
det

[55, 56] where SNRdet =25.3+0.1
�0.2 is the network SNR inferred

by LALInference [3]. SNRres  7.3 then implies FF � 0.96.
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RELATIVITÀ  GENERALE
MACRO-COSMO

INTERAZIONE FORTE
INTERAZIONE DEBOLE

MODELLO STANDARD
MICROCOSMO

INTERAZIONE FORTE
INTERAZIONE DEBOLE

particelle elementari
bosoni

fermioni
ALFABETO MINIMO

COLLISIONI
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RELATIVITÀ  GENERALE
MACROCOSMO

GRAVITÀ

BUCHI NERI
“no hair theorem”

MASSA-SPIN

COLLISIONI
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LISA PATHFINDER 
ESA

3 DICEMBRE 2015
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DOPO ?
immaginiamo di essere nel 2034

eLISA 
il primo interferometro nello spazio
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!e Gravitational Universe – !e eLISA Space Gravitational Wave Observatory 13

+8��#�564#9/#0�/+55+10�(14�
THE eLISA SPACE GRAVITATIONAL 
9#8'�1$5'48#614;

All of the above scienti!c objectives can be addressed by a 
single L-class mission consisting of 3 drag-free spacecra" 
forming a triangular constellation with arm lengths of one 
million km and laser interferometry between “free-falling” 
test masses. #e interferometers measure the variations in 
light travel time along the arms due to the tidal deforma-
tion of spacetime by gravitational waves. Compared to the 
Earth-based gravitational wave observatories like LIGO 
and VIRGO, eLISA addresses the much richer frequency 
range between 0.1 mHz and 1 Hz, which is inaccessible on 
Earth due to arm length limitations and terrestrial gravity 
gradient noise.
#e Next Gravitational wave Observatory (NGO) mission 
studied for the L1 selection [15] is an eLISA strawman mis-
sion concept. It enables the ambitious science program de-
scribed here, and has been evaluated by ESA as both tech-
nically feasible and compatible with the L2 cost target. Its 
foundation is mature and solid, based on decades of devel-
opment for LISA, including a mission formulation study, 
and the extensive heritage of $ight hardware and ground 
preparation for the upcoming LISA Path!nder geodesic 
explorer mission, which will directly test most of the eLI-
SA performance and validate the eLISA instrumental noise 
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Figure 4: LISA Pathfinder proof mass (left) and housing (right). The ...

constellation requires an additional propulsion module for each spacecraft. A key parameter for the amount
of fuel required for the propulsion modules is the differences in the velocities or �v needed to inject each
spacecraft into its individual orbit. This parameter depends in a complicated way on the distance from Earth
and on the distances between the spacecrafts. The launcher itself has to be able to carry the spacecrafts
and their propulsion systems. The launch cost could change significantly once the next larger launcher is
needed such that back-on-the-envelope estimations and comparisons are often misleading. Furthermore, as
private companies start to develop their own family of launchers, launch costs are increasingly unclear but
are expected to fall.

1.3 GRS/DRS

Free falling proof masses in space-based observatories do not require any mechanical suspension system
but require isolation from external forces caused for example by solar winds or solar radiation. Even in a
heliocentric orbit, the variations in these forces are many orders of magnitude to large to use the spacecrafts
themselves as proof masses. Instead, the spacecrafts are used to shield the proof masses from external forces
as much as possible and then control and reduce the residual disturbances caused by the spacecrafts or
external electro-magnetic fields on the proof masses.

External forces can be separated into bulk forces such as gravity and surface forces such as radiation
pressure. The equivalence principle explains why the acceleration due to gravitational forces is independent
of the material of the proof mass. However, another bulk force is the magnetic force on a material with
non-vanishing magnetic susceptibility. An isolated proof mass will be charged by cosmic radiation. These
charges can be removed from the surface of electrically conducting materials using the electro-optic effect
but would start to build up within the bulk in non-conducting materials. Last but not least, accelerations
due to surface forces scale with the inverse mass of the proof mass and call for very dense materials. Only
few materials meet all these conditions and one of them is a specific gold platinum alloy with XX% of gold.

LISA pathfinder, the technology demonstrator mission described in detail in the next chapter, uses two
4 cm cubes as proof masses; one is shown on the left side of figure 4. They are well polished to reduce the
accumulation of charges at surface inhomogeneities and gold coated to increase the electrical conductivity
of the surface and to provide a good surface quality for the laser interferometer. Each proof mass is housed
inside a molybdenum housing with gold coated sapphire electrodes facing the proof mass from each side; see
right hand of figure 4. Capacitive sensing is used to monitor the position of the proof mass within its housing
while a laser interferometer monitors the position and orientation along the sensitive axis with respect to a
fiducial on an optical bench outside the housing. The capacitors are also used to apply electro-static forces
and torques along all non-sensitive directions and all rotational degrees of freedom of the proof mass.

The limiting noise sources are not as fundamental as shot noise; the standard quantum limit for LISA-
like missions is several orders of magnitude below the LISA sensitivity band. However, a multitude of
environmental disturbances, each typically well below the requirement, will add up and limit the free fall
performance. These include differences in residual gas pressure and in black body radiation from the walls
of the housing. Both require very homogenous temperature profiles across the housing; one of many reasons

5

LISA Pathfinder - single unit
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• l’universo gravitazionale di eLISA: quale scienza? quali 
domande? quali scoperte?

• perché continuare ad esplorare l’universo attraverso la 
rivelazione diretta delle vibrazioni dello spaziotempo? 
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FLUTTUAZIONI 
IN TEMPERATURA riflettono 
FLUTTUAZIONI IN DENSITA’
CHE DANNO ORIGINE ALLE 

STRUTTURE COSMICHE
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formazione delle galassie
aggregazione di sotto-strutture
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I BUCHI NERI PARTECIPANO AL CLUSTERING GERARCHICO
BUCHI NERI “BINARI”
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E’ POSSIBILE RISALIRE  ALLE PRIME FASI
FORMAZIONE  

delle  GALASSIE nell’UNIVERSO ?

COME SI FORMANO I BUCHI NERI
CHE ALIMENTANO I QUASAR?

sono di origine stellare?

BUCHI NERI IN COLLISIONE 
COME SONDE COSMICHE
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NGC 6240

FORMAZIONE DI BUCHI NERI BINARI
IN GALASSIE IN COLLISIONE

NGC 6240

OTTICO RAGGI X
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SIMULAZIONE  ARTISTICA 
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collisione di buchi neri supermassicci
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distruzione mareale di stelle
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EMRIs

tomografia dello spazio tempo attorno a un buco nero

buco nero stellare attorno a un buco nero 
supermassiccio
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ONDE GRAVTAZIONALI 
DALL’UNIVERSO:

BUCO NERO STELLARE
 IN CADUTA SU UN 

BUCO NERO SUPERMASSIVO 
ORBITA ECCENTRICA

DALLA FORMA DELL’ONDA SI 
DETERMINA LA STRUTTURA DELLO 
SPAZIO TEMPO DI UN BUCO NERO
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Einstein, Lettera a Solovine, 30 marzo 1952

“Ciò che ci dovremmo aspettare è un mondo caotico 
del tutto inaccessibile al pensiero. Ci si potrebbe  

aspettare che il mondo sia governato da leggi soltanto 
nella misura in cui interveniamo con la nostra 

intelligenza ordinatrice: sarebbe un ordine simile a 
quello del dizionario laddove il tipo di ordine creato 
dalla teoria della gravitazione di Netwon ha tutt’altro 

carattere.  Anche se gli assiomi della teoria sono imposti 
dall’uomo, il successo di una tale costruzione 

presuppone un alto grado di ordine del mondo 
oggettivo, e cioè un qualcosa che a priori non si è per 
nulla autorizzati ad attendersi. È questo il miracolo che 

vieppiù si rafforza con lo sviluppo delle nostre 
conoscenze.”
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• esitono buchi neri di origine stellare cosí massicci ?

• come si formano?

• in quali galassie?

Fig. 1. Example of a specific binary evolution leading to the formation of a BH-BH merger
similar to GW150914 in mass and time. A massive binary star (96 + 60 M!) is formed in the
distant past (2 billion years after Big Bang; z ! 3.2) and after five million years of evolution
forms a BH-BH system (37 + 31 M!). For the ensuing 10.3 billion years this BH-BH system
is subject to angular momentum loss, with the orbital separation steadily decreasing, until the
black holes coalesce at redshift z = 0.09. This example binary formed in a low metallicity
environment (Z = 3% Z!). 27
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